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- UKESM1         : no BISICLES 
- UKESM1.ice   : no MEDUSA

- Sea-level rise projection
- Future impacts of ice-sheet evolution on: 

+ ocean circulation (e.g. bottom water)  
+ atmosphere (e.g. katabatic, albedo,)
+ biogeochemistry (with MEDUSA)

UKESM1 UKESM1.ice

Antarctica in the UKESM1.ice

Projection runs 

• N96-ORCA1 configuration
• Future scenario runs :

- SSP1-1.9 : 4 members (2015-2100) 
- SSP5-8.5 : 4 members (2015-2115)

Annual coupling



- SSP1 : pattern does not
change and more similar to the
present day observation

- SSP5 : strong melting under
Ross ice shelf (starting 2070s
period) and Filchner ice shelf
(the end of 21st century)

Observation

(Rignot, 2013)

Ice shelf melt rate



Integrated melt flux

- Members in each scenario follow similar pattern

- SSP1 : total meltflux is stable and slightly lower than the present day observation

- 15 years SSP5-8.5 run extension confirms the strong melting under Filchner ice shelf

Obs (Rignot, 2013): 
-Total : 1325 ±235 Gt/yr
-PIG : 101.2 ± 8 Gt/yr
-Ross : 47.7 ± 34 Gt/yr
-Filchner : 41.9 ± 10 Gt/yr



Surface Mass Balance

- Stable SMB in SSP1-1.9 runs

- Negative (integrated) SMB in 
SSP5-8.5 run  on ice shelves 

- Highly increasing SMB in SSP5-
8.5  runs  on grounded ice



Surface Mass Balance in the SSP5-8.5 scenario

- Increasing SMB on the 
grounded regions is caused by 
strong snowfall

SSP5-8.5 budget anomaly : mean (2090-2100) – mean (2020-2030)

- Strong surface melting & runoff
lead to very low  SMB on the
ice shelf regions



- SMB  outweighs ice discharge 
- Increasing grounded mass (negative
sea level rise at the end of 21st

century 

Grounded Ice-Sheet Mass Budget

- Mass loss (positive SLR) in SSP1 is
in the lower end of the present
day observation

- No significant difference in the ice
discharge across the gounding
lines

SSP5-8.5 runs : 

SSP1-1.9 runs : 



Summary

- Stable coupling between the climate and ice sheet model in the UKESM1.ice during
SSP1-1.9 and SSP5-8.5 ensemble scenario simulations (2015-2100).

- Ensemble members of each scenario follow similar time-series pattern of ice sheet
mass budgets

- SSP1-1.9 projections (basal meltrate, SLR) are within the range of present day
observation

- Strong ice shelf melting response to the SSP5-8.5 forcing under large and cold ice
shelves (Filchner, Ross)

- Strong surface melting and runoff in the SSP5-8.5 runs.

- Antarctic mass gain (sea level drop) in the SSP5-8.5 runs due to excessive snow fall on
grounded regions

- Longer scenario simulations are needed to assess the impacts of of melting on the slow
ice-sheet responses.


